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WHO ARE WE?

A Hidden UPTOWN treasure, with a DOWNTOWN feel. Proudly hosting your events
since 2008. Whether you’re saying your “I DO’s”, celebrating your engagement, a

Bar/Bat Mitzvah, Sweet 16's or corporate event; we are here to bring your
celebration to LIFE.  Each unique event creation is as unique as the last.

The Factory Lounge boasts an industrial feel, blended with edgy modern elegance. 
 Our creativity is inspired by Andy Warhol’s Factory in NYC, with added cutting edge
ideas. We offer hands on attention to every detail, every step of the way; that’s how

magical moments and experiences happen. 

Think hands on management / coordination, 5 Star Service Staff, in house special
effect decor, an on site kitchen, full accessibility and so much more! We see the

bigger picture and know how to perfectly tie together the smaller pieces in order to
bring your even to life. If you're ready to host an event with us, reach out! Let's make

some magic happen!

Weddings | Bar/Bat Mitzvahs | Engagements | Sweet 16's |
Product Launches | Corporate Functions | Social Gatherings



VENUE DETAILS
5000 Square feet of space

 
On Site Kitchen 

 
Slick Bar in Separate Reception Area 

 
Fully Accessible / Ample FREE Parking

 
11 Contemporary Leather Sofas

 
Round + Long Tables (6 ft / 8 ft)

 
Gold Chivari Chairs w/ Cream Pillows

 
Exposed Brick Wall Opulent Crystal Chandelier

 
18 ft ceilings

 
In House Special Effect Lighting Systems

 
Custom Digital Signage

 
Drive right onto the Dance Floor



FLOOR PLAN

** All furniture can be arranged to your liking  **
Upon seeing the space / meeting, we can discuss 'base' floor plans to assist you, depending on your event. 

 

SEATING 180 GUESTS



FLOOR PLAN

** All furniture can be arranged to your liking  **
Upon seeing the space / meeting, we can discuss 'base' floor plans to assist you, depending on your event. 

 

180 + OPEN SEATING COCKTAIL STYLE



OUR FAVOURITES

These are a few of our preferred partners. The absolute best in the entertainment and catering industry. We've
worked with these passionate companies for years and they continue to blow us, as well as our clients away! Of

course, if you have a favourite DJ / entertainer, or favourite catering company - they are more than wecome!

https://jpcatering.ca/
https://vib.events/
http://www.magenboys.com/


TESTIMONIALS
“

The Factory is the ideal venue for any party. With a convenient location and easy
parking, you can use the convertible space for any occasion. People had a blast at

our son’s Bar Mitzvah and I highly recommend it.
— Jeffrey, Mississauga Ontario

“
With Teri and team's help, our corporate fundraiser was an absolute hit. It was even

better than imagined, with every small detail coming to life and tying together so
perfectly. Teri's natural predilection for organization and interior design helped

along the way with excellent insights and suggestions. The preparation and fine
tuning was honestly just as fun as the actual event itself. Thanks Factory Lounge!

— Katie, Brantford Ontario

“
I've never seen such a diverse venue. Seriously - this space is able to transform to
suit any and all needs. We had our engagement party here and now even host our
annual company Christmas party at The FL! The perfect space and the industrial

feel really completes it!
— Sarah, Toronto Ontario



CONNECT WITH US TO VIEW OUR SPACE
OR TO REQUEST A QUOTE! 

TERI@THEFACTORYLOUNGE.COM

QUESTIONS / INQUIRIES? 
CONTACT:

WWW.THEFACTORYLOUNGE.COM @THEFACTORYLOUNGE

34 FUTURITY GATE #8
CONCORD, ON

L4K 1S6
 

(905) 482 2091

http://www.thefactorylounge.com/
http://www.instagram.com/thefactorylounge

